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Cover, Marlo: A very nice job indeed. Is the mail a fan or interested in sf? 
DEGLER!#18, myself: Benaeath comment, as usual.
Pointing Vector#23, This is Our City#2, Boardman: While I don't have the knowledge 
that you do of the candidates, I must say that your all-encompassing endorsements 
are a pretty impressive gesture. Do you know about Illinios' ballot for the house 
of reps there, where there are 277 candidates to be picked by the voter in 14 min
utes, and if there are even one more than 277 checked, the whole ballot is invalid
ated? Seems pretty stupid to iie.
MaLAises#1, DVA: The dirty bunch of copy-cats. Their first mailing was pretty bad., too 
OPO#16, Lupoffs: A giant issue, like usual. Little to comment on(I don’t comment on 
con reports); liked your reviews, which will be in your column.
GREEN MUSHROOMS#1, M.Ike Mcl.&rich brown: I never did like to eat green mush, so I 
will not go into your room... Excellent duplication, rich, you are to be commended. 
FanoMaticC#15,DVA:My ! ran away to eat pork chops. Much better duping than you've had. 
First Draft#33,DVA: A pretty good crudzine, but not as good as Degler. Up your Taff. 
Inside, Jon White: I liked your duping. Much better than QWERTYUIOPress ever is.

Ted was complaining that I didn’t have anything about him in the last DEGLER! So, 
TED WHITE IS A GODDAMN DIRTY PRO!!!!!

Are you happy now, Ted?

I made a deal with the English office at school; I’ll do any posters they want, for 
free, if they let me use their dittos whenever I want to. Said deal to 
next four years.
I have now crashed the Yandro barrier with an illo which was copied in 
I had an idea, and will be calling up Lee Boffman to ask her about it,

done, and will be run off within two weeks, hopefully on the 
which is something that I have been aiming for.

There’s not much more after this last sentence, so I think I'll put something down 
blow, or rather down below. Hoping you are unsane, I remain(der), 

^//^Andy Porter, S^A-Arms.



reading' and
DISCUSSION BY

The prominent radio personality who was barred from radio during the McCarthy era, 
and who has recently won $3,500,000 by the courts in his fight against blacklisting.
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